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ATLAS is not one of those packages which is easily implemented, but one which is simple and stable. This means that it can be
easily used by many researchers, where speed matters and is not a priority as stability. ATLAS is more than just a wrapper for
BLAS, LAPACK and friends. It provides a lot of support to go beyond straight parallel implementations. For example, it has its
own parallel linear algebra infrastructure, that can be used by external linear algebra routines. Supported Platforms: ATLAS is
currently supported on Linux and Windows, but it can be easily ported to other platforms. ATLAS versions: ATLAS comes with
the following software versions: BLAS : 3.3.1 LAPACK : 3.3.1 Code: Documentation: For more information: Please refer to the
following URLs for more information. Development Roadmap: 1. Improvement of ATLAS BLAS and LAPACK support: 1.1
BLAS: Use the GCC profile to automatically detect the vector register size. Solve least squares problems with numerically stable
forward and backward equations. 1.2 LAPACK: Parallel implementation of the ZGSV Doepspresolve 1.3 Documentation: Update
the documentation. Add documentation for the new functions. 2. Designing an efficient BLAS implementation: Use the GCC
profile to automatically detect the vector register size. If the compiler supports vector register size, search for the most efficient
one (SSE, Altivec,...). Tune the loops and basic functions to optimize the code by using the "jm" and "jt" instructions of the
compiler. Solve least squares problems with numerically stable forward and backward equations. Create libraries which can be
loaded with the "configure -l" command, for example for the ATOMSAT project: 3. Parallel linear algebra infrastructure: ATLAS
provides a parallel linear algebra infrastructure that can be used by external linear algebra routines. 4. Improve package
consistency: CAM
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The concept of the project The ATLAS project is a research and development project by the University of Wisconsin (UW) that is
focusing on improving parallel algorithms for iterative linear algebra problems. The ATLAS is intended to provide portable
performance, but it also seeks to provide a smooth and well documented API. UW defines an optimized BLAS as one that
performs as well as or better than the reference BLAS, which is the BLAS that is provided by the GNU or Intel compilers. In the
scope of ATLAS project, the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) comprise a set of routines (subprograms) that are
optimized for use in algorithms for the solution of Linear Equations and related problems. ATLAS is focused on the BLAS level,
so the emphasis is on the BLAS subprograms. ATLAS provides C and Fortran77 interfaces to a portable efficient BLAS. Besides
that, ATLAS provides three key components to the BLAS part of the ATLAS project: A BLAS in ATLAS is described as one
which is able to perform as well as or better than the reference BLAS, which is the BLAS that is provided by the GNU or Intel
compilers. In this context, 'better' means that the BLAS is not slower than the reference BLAS. Another aspect that is taken into
account is the performance of the BLAS itself. In the scope of ATLAS, the BLAS is optimized for the solution of linear equations.
There are two well-known classes of BLAS: the Standard BLAS and the Single Precision BLAS. The Standard BLAS is the
standard BLAS from the BLAS2 library. The Single Precision BLAS is a smaller and more optimized version of the Standard
BLAS. For the solution of linear equations, the Standard BLAS provides the routines FLAT, CLATM, CLALS, CLASV, CLAXP,
CLXV and CLSV. Both the Standard BLAS and the Single Precision BLAS are symmetric BLAS that operate on sparse matrices.
The ATLAS BLAS is symmetric. ATLAS provides the routines FLAT, CLATM, CLALS, CLAXP, CLXV and CLSV for the
solution of symmetric systems of linear equations. There are a set of user-contributed interfaces to the BLAS subprograms. The
project
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System Requirements For ATLAS:

SteamOS 64-bit Intel Architecture (x86) Windows 7 SP1 or newer Ubuntu 16.04 or newer Minimum of 2 GB of free space
available for installation. Minimum of 4 GB of RAM Minimum of 25 GB of free hard disk space available for installation and run-
time. Minimum of 1 GB of available hard disk space for the Steam Client. Minimum System Requirements Operating system:
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